Corona Mutated.
McKana, April 7, 2021
Romans 13:1 (KJV)
Let every soul be subject unto the higher powers. For there is no power but of God: the powers that
be are ordained of God.
2 Corinthians 10:5 (KJV)
Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and
bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ;
-------//////------

We hear corona virus is mutated. There is the UK mutant, South African mutant, Brazilian mutant etc.
These are known. The unknown, multiple mutants roam around the world unnoticed. There is no know
how, there is no resource, here as well us globally, to track all mutant strains. Now, many are infected,
many are dying in big numbers. The single day death in Brazil on April 6, 2021 is over 4, 211, This is
from science, from the health community and the daily data. When the Lord tells us corona is mutated,
then it is indeed serious. No one should take this lightly. Some might think, why tell us what we know?
This revelation is to warn the world that corona is not yet gone, not yet. Even from the scientific point
of view, the number of rampant mutations from the over 133,015,276 cases can be staggering. Out of
the many mutations, some can be deadly. As airborne corona is deadly, mutated corona can be fast
spreading and more deadly. V-X, in trouble again. Didn't we say “Mutation before vaccination.”

Corona Mutated.
(Dream Vision of April 4, 2021, 6:00AM)
I see some one from the back whisking here away. It flew from left to right and landed on the open
door facing the window. It looks like a ladybug with its spots, small but with many short spikes. I was
wondering, "can a bug or an insect have spikes like this?” I was trying to tell some one that it is
something I know. As if calling the scientific name of an insect I said “It is corona.” I almost woke Up
saying that. It has many short round, gray colored. spikes. One of the short uniquely bigger spike is
“Light Golden Yellow” in color. I can see one shell, like a turtle, a head and short limbs. It looks like an
insect but it is a corona as it is revealed to me. It crawled a little on the door and flew out through the
window.
When I think about it, I realized that this is the new mutant corona. Surprisingly what is mutated is
the spike protein. Not all spikes are different, one of them is the one which has a different “Light
Golden Yellow” Color.
Scientifically, all spike proteins are coded by one gen, they are all the same. This one has all the old
spike proteins conserved and one uniquely big mutant spike.
Interpretation and understanding from what is revealed to me.
1.There is a mutant corona out there.
2.The nature of the mutation is on the spike protein used for binding to the cells for entry
3.There are two different spike proteins on one corona
4.There are many conserved spike proteins on the surface
5.The number of the mutated spike protein is small(I saw one) and the size of the mutated spike
protein is bigger compared to the conserved old ones.
It is possible for the color of the two eyes of a human being to be different, one blue and the other
brown. It is both the paternal and the maternal gens expresses at the same time. This is unique, very
rare but possible. As far as the science is concerned, for a corona which has one mRNA strand to have
two gens of the spike protein, one conserved and another mutant gen is less likely but not impossible.

One rare possibility is, the conserved and the mutant gen expressed spike protein can be packaged and
seen on the wall of a corona virus.
To have two different spike proteins in one corona virus is not expected. What the Lord is telling us is
corona has mutated. In this revelation, If all the spike proteins are the mutants, I will not be able to tell
there is a mutation. Now it is clear, Corona is mutated and the mutation is significant.
As I understood, what the Lord is telling us is Corona virus has mutated. This mutation is big, can have
a deadly effect. The second point is, the vaccine made by different companies might not give full
protection from these mutant strain(s).

Bottom line-Corona is mutated.

This is what I saw (I know what corona looks like in reality)

